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Scientific Method

Has 7 steps 

1) Ask a Question (It must be Testable)
Include "Which", "Do/Does", "How", "What", "Why"?

To find an answer you must do a test and the retest

2) Make a Hypothesis  Write what you think you will find 
out, and why you think this.(or what you think the answer will 
be). Is there a way to test your hypothesis.

4) List Materials  list all the materials that you will use in the 
investigation  

You now have to design an experiment to test your hypothesis

5) Procedure  Carry out the investigation and make a detailed 
list of steps in which you followed .

6) Results/observations  Record what you observed when you 
carried out the investigation/procedures 

7a) Conclusion   From what you observed how would you 
answer your original question.  Was your hypothesis correct? 
Give reasons of why or why not.

Once you have completed the scientific method you must:

Communicate your results and conclusions with others
 If possible, relate what you have learned to the world 

outside the classroom.

7b)

Review

3) Design an Experiment   what are you going to do to test your 
hypothesis. Here you must state the variables. (SEE NEXT PAGE) 

A hypothesis is an educated guess for what will happen in 
your experiment.  
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This slide shows three versions of the scientific method from 
different sources.

• Discuss with a partner how they are the same and how 
they are different from each other.
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Background research is done
to help lay the groundwork for developing a hypothesis and 

designing the 
experiment procedure.  

When you know a something about your topic, it helps you 
create and conduct a more effective experiment.
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Teacher Notes 
These 6 examples are all from labs that my students had done in class so they had some background 
knowledge about how the data was collected. . 



For each graph I have written a short description of the experiment for your background.  My students were familiar 
with the experiments.  



• “Falling Speed and Paper Copter Wing Length” is class data from a paper helicopter students build using the 
same template and type of paper.  Students dropped the copter from 2m and timed the fall and used that data 
to calculate the falling speed of the paper copter. They then cut off 1 cm from each end of the copter blades 
and repeated the tests multiple times. Wing Length and Falling Speed of a Paper Copter (Motion Investigation, 
NGSS MS-PS2-2) 



• “Air, Water, Sand and Metal Samples of the Same Mass, Sitting In the Sun” is class data from a class 
demonstration in which we put 50g samples of each material under a Sun Lamp and recorded the change in 
temperature every 15 minutes. Air, Water, Sand and Metal Samples of the Same Mass (Sitting In the Sun 
)(Specific Heat Investigation, NGSS MS-PS3-4) 



• “Temperature of Hot Water in a Cup With Different Wraps” is class data from an investigation where they 
looked at what would make a good thermal insulator.  Students picked two materials to wrap a cup and set out 
three cups, one unwrapped as a control and the two different materials.  They filled each with 200mL of hot 
water from an electric tea kettle and observed the change in temperature over 10 minutes.  Students graphed 
their data and used the best fit line to find the slope of the data for analysis of cooling rate. Temperature of 
Hot Water in a Cup with Different Wraps (Thermal Insulators Investigation, NGSS MS-PS3-3) 



• “Mass and Force of Impact” is class data from lab in which students built a ramp and rolled balls of various 
masses down the ramp to hit a target. And used the distance the target was moved to measure the force of 
the impact. Mass and Force of Impact (Motion Investigation, NGSS MS-PS2-2) 



• “Number of Wire Wraps and Magnetic Strength” is class data from a lab in which students built an electromagnet 
by wrapping an iron nail with copper wire. Students changed the number of coils and counted the number of 
paperclips the electromagnet could pick up..  They all used a 6V lantern battery and the same sized nail for the 
cores. Number of Wire Wraps and Magnetic Strength (Magnetic Force Investigation NGSS MS-PS2-3) * This is 
the one Included in Free Sample 



• “Foot Size versus Height” is class data from a lab where students measured their heights and recorded their 
shoe sizes to generate a best fit line that they then used to estimate the height of an unknown person based on 
their shoe size. Shoe Size and Height (Data Analysis Activity NGSS SEP Analyzing and Interpreting data) 



Using the Editable Template 



The editable template has a blank space for your to insert your own graph into the graphic organizer. 



I use Google Sheets to create a graph of the class data I want to use.  Save it as a .png file and insert it into the slide 
before printing. 



Printing Color and Black and White For the two worksheets that have multiple lines on the graph in color I’ve also 
included black and white options with more distinct line and point shapes. 



• This is a set of 6 different worksheets where students use data from a graph to develop and answer a 
research question by reading the graph to identify possible manipulated and responding variables.  Then they are 
asked to interpret the data to write a claim that answers the question they developed and that can be supported 
using data from the graph or chart. 



• Two versions of each graph are included, one asking for manipulated/responding variables and another using the 
terms independent/dependent variables so you can use the version that best matches your preferred 
terminology 
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Teacher Notes 
PACING 



• I usually assign each worksheet as an independent assignment, often as homework and then we discuss the 
claims as a class after they are completed. One collaborative technique I use is to have the students work 
as table teams (4-5 students) to share out their claims and evidence and to decide as a table which one is 
the best and put that on to a white board that they turn into me.  Once I get all the submissions from the 
table groups, I read out the claims and evidence to the class and they vote if the answer is strong or 
weak and we sort the whiteboards into those categories.  This helps my students practice how to evaluate 
the quality of the claims and evidence used. 



Using the Organizers 



I have included different versions the organizer depending on if you prefer to use manipulated/responding or 
independent/dependent for the variable names.  I also have included a lined and unlined version for student 
answers. 



I would present the worksheet/organizer and talk to students about “reading” a graph.  In that there are specific 
areas that should be looked at and thought about when you first see a graph. 



1) Read the title and the labels on the x and y axis.  Point out to students that these often give important 
clues to what the graph is about and can be used to recreate the “research question”.  In this example I 
would expect students to identify that this graph is about the relationship of the number of wraps of wire 
around the nail (X axis is the manipulated variable)  to the overall strength of the electromagnet (y axis is 
the responding variable).   



2) After identifying the variables and logical research question, I then have students “read” the trends in the 
data looking for patterns or common descriptive vocabulary such as 



1) Positive/negative slopes 



2) Direct/indirect relationships 



3) Linear/non-linear 



4) Clusters or outliers in the data 



3) After students have “read” the graph I then ask them to go back to the research question that think can 
be answered by this data and to write a short CE (Claim and Evidence) that answers the research question 
they identified in step 1. 



 



EXTENSION FOR HIGHER STUDENTS 



1) As my students get better at this task I increase the expectations to also have students identify 
likely controlled variables, which is harder because those are not given in the graph or data tables 
directly and often have to be inferred after reading the accompanying text or through background 
knowledge. 



2) I also will have students write a full CER (Claim, Evidence, Reasoning) which is harder because they 
will have to draw on background knowledge for the reasoning. 
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Name:    Date:  Class: 



Falling Speeds 
Students built a paper copter using a template that had two long wings and dropped the copter from a height of two 
meters. They recorded the falling time of the paper copter and used it to calculate the speed of the copter as it fell.  
Students then designed an investigation into factors that would affect the falling speed of the paper copter and their results 
are shown in the graph. 



Independent (Manipulated) Variable 



Dependent (Responding) Variable 



Possible Research Question 



What trends do you notice in the 
data? 



Write a claim based on this data 



What evidence from the chart or 
graph supports your claim? 
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Name:    Date:  Class: 



Heating Up Materials 
Students put 10 gram samples of four different materials on a windowsill to sit in the sun.  They recorded the starting temperature 
of the materials and the temperature of each material every 15 minutes as they warmed up in the sunlight.  This is a graph that one 
of the students created for their lab report.  



Independent (Manipulated) Variable 



Dependent (Responding) Variable 



Possible Research Question 



What trends do you notice in the 
data? 



Write a claim based on this data 



What evidence from the chart or 
graph supports your claim? 
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Name:    Date:  Class: 



Heating Up Materials 
Students put 10 gram samples of four different materials on a windowsill to sit in the sun.  They recorded the starting temperature 
of the materials and the temperature of each material every 15 minutes as they warmed up in the sunlight.  This is a graph that one 
of the students created for their lab report.  



Independent (Manipulated) Variable 



Dependent (Responding) Variable 



Possible Research Question 



What trends do you notice in the 
data? 



Write a claim based on this data 



What evidence from the chart or 
graph supports your claim? 
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Name:    Date:  Class: 



Insulating Materials 
Students were given the challenge of designing an insulated lunch box. As part of their research they tested several materials as 
wraps for a cup to measure how well each material insulated hot water in the cup.  They used the same size cup and the same 
amount of hot water in each cup.  This is an example of a graph created by one of the students. They also used the graphing 
software to find the best fit lines for each sample and the equations are shown in the legend on the right side of the graph. 



Independent (Manipulated) Variable 



Dependent (Responding) Variable 



Possible Research Question 



What trends do you notice in the 
data? 



Write a claim based on this data 



What evidence from the chart or 
graph supports your claim? 
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Independent (Manipulated) Variable 



Dependent (Responding) Variable 



Possible Research Question 



What trends do you notice in the 
data? 



Write a claim based on this data 



What evidence from the chart or 
graph supports your claim? 



Name:    Date:  Class: 



Insulating Materials 
Students were given the challenge of designing an insulated lunch box. As part of their research they tested several materials as 
wraps for a cup to measure how well each material insulated hot water in the cup.  They used the same size cup and the same 
amount of hot water in each cup.  This is an example of a graph created by one of the students. They also used the graphing 
software to find the best fit lines for each sample and the equations are shown in the legend on the right side of the graph. 
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Name:    Date:  Class: 



Mass and Impact Force 
Students rolled objects with different masses down a ramp towards a target and measured the force of the impact of the objects 
with the target.  This is a graph of the data from a student’s investigation. 



Independent (Manipulated) Variable 



Dependent (Responding) Variable 



Possible Research Question 



What trends do you notice in the 
data? 



Write a claim based on this data 



What evidence from the chart or 
graph supports your claim? 
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Name:    Date:  Class: 



Shoe Size and Student Height 
A student collected data from twenty students in her class recording each student’s shoe size and height.  This is the graph the 
students made using the data. 



Independent (Manipulated) Variable 



Dependent (Responding) Variable 



Possible Research Question 



What trends do you notice in the 
data? 



Write a claim based on this data 



What evidence from the chart or 
graph supports your claim? 
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Independent (Manipulated) Variable 



Dependent (Responding) Variable 



Possible Research Question 



What trends do you notice in the 
data? 



Write a claim based on this data 



What evidence from the chart or 
graph supports your claim? 



Name:    Date:  Class: 



Electromagnetic Strength 
A group of students built electromagnets using, wire, nails, and a 6V lantern battery.  They decided  design an investigation to test 
factors that they could change to make a stronger electromagnet.  The follow data is from one set of investigations. Use the graph 
to complete the organizer. 











Unlined 
Organizers 
and Graphs 
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Name:    Date:  Class: 



Falling Speed 
Students built a paper copter using a template that had two long wings and dropped the copter from a height of two 
meters. They recorded the falling time of the paper copter and used it to calculate the speed of the copter as it fell.  
Students then designed an investigation into factors that would affect the falling speed of the paper copter and their results 
are shown in the graph. 



Independent (Manipulated) Variable 



Dependent (Responding) Variable 



Possible Research Question 



What trends do you notice in the 
data? 



Write a claim based on this data 



What evidence from the chart or 
graph supports your claim? 
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Name:    Date:  Class: 



Heating Up Materialsl 
Students put 10 gram samples of four different materials on a windowsill to sit in the sun.  They recorded the starting temperature 
of the materials and the temperature of each material every 15 minutes as they warmed up in the sunlight.  This is a graph that one 
of the students created for their lab report.  



Independent (Manipulated) Variable 



Dependent (Responding) Variable 



Possible Research Question 



What trends do you notice in the 
data? 



Write a claim based on this data 



What evidence from the chart or 
graph supports your claim? 
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Name:    Date:  Class: 



Heating Up Materialsl 
Students put 10 gram samples of four different materials on a windowsill to sit in the sun.  They recorded the starting temperature 
of the materials and the temperature of each material every 15 minutes as they warmed up in the sunlight.  This is a graph that one 
of the students created for their lab report.  



Independent (Manipulated) Variable 



Dependent (Responding) Variable 



Possible Research Question 



What trends do you notice in the 
data? 



Write a claim based on this data 



What evidence from the chart or 
graph supports your claim? 
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Name:    Date:  Class: 



Insulating Materials 
Students were given the challenge of designing an insulated lunch box. As part of their research they tested several materials as 
wraps for a cup to measure how well each material insulated hot water in the cup.  They used the same size cup and the same 
amount of hot water in each cup.  This is an example of a graph created by one of the students. They also used the graphing 
software to find the best fit lines for each sample and the equations are shown in the legend on the right side of the graph. 



Independent (Manipulated) Variable 



Dependent (Responding) Variable 



Possible Research Question 



What trends do you notice in the 
data? 



Write a claim based on this data 



What evidence from the chart or 
graph supports your claim? 
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Independent (Manipulated) Variable 



Dependent (Responding) Variable 



Possible Research Question 



What trends do you notice in the 
data? 



Write a claim based on this data 



What evidence from the chart or 
graph supports your claim? 



Name:    Date:  Class: 



Insulating Materials 
Students were given the challenge of designing an insulated lunch box. As part of their research they tested several materials as 
wraps for a cup to measure how well each material insulated hot water in the cup.  They used the same size cup and the same 
amount of hot water in each cup.  This is an example of a graph created by one of the students. They also used the graphing 
software to find the best fit lines for each sample and the equations are shown in the legend on the right side of the graph. 
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Name:    Date:  Class: 



Mass and Impact Force 
Students rolled objects with different masses down a ramp towards a target and measured the force of the impact of the objects 
with the target.  This is a graph of the data from a student’s investigation. 



Independent (Manipulated) Variable 



Dependent (Responding) Variable 



Possible Research Question 



What trends do you notice in the 
data? 



Write a claim based on this data 



What evidence from the chart or 
graph supports your claim? 
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Name:    Date:  Class: 



Shoe Size and Student Height 
A student collected data from twenty students in her class recording each student’s shoe size and height.  This is the graph the 
students made using the data. 



Independent (Manipulated) Variable 



Dependent (Responding) Variable 



Possible Research Question 



What trends do you notice in the 
data? 



Write a claim based on this data 



What evidence from the chart or 
graph supports your claim? 
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Independent (Manipulated) Variable 



Dependent (Responding) Variable 



Possible Research Question 



What trends do you notice in the 
data? 



Write a claim based on this data 



What evidence from the chart or 
graph supports your claim? 



Name:    Date:  Class: 



Electromagnetic Strength 
A group of students built electromagnets using, wire, nails, and a 6V lantern battery.  They decided to design an investigation to test 
factors that they could change to make a stronger electromagnet.  The follow data is from one set of investigations. Use the graph 
to complete the organizer. 











ANSWER 
KEYS 
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Independent Variable (X Axis) Wing Length in cm 



Dependent Variable (Y Axis) Falling speed in m/s 



Possible Research Question 
How does the length of the paper copter wing affect the 
falling speed? 



Controlled Variables (ID two 
possible constants) EXTENSION 



Drop height, type of paper used, mass of the copter, how the 
copter is dropped 



What trends do you notice in the 
data? 



Longer wings (length 5) have the slowest falling speed. 
Wide ranges in the data, wing length 5 had the most precise 
data (smallest range) so this is a weaker correlation 
The trend is linear with a negative slope 



Write a claim based on this data Longer wings have a slower falling speed 



What evidence from the graph 
supports your claim? 



The average falling speed for wings of 1 cm long was around 
1.75 m/s while the average falling speed for a wing of 5 cm 
long was around 0/9 m/s. Each shorter wing length is slightly 
faster than the one before it. 



Name:    Date:  Class: 



Check the Science and Interpreting Graphs KEY 
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Independent Variable (X Axis) Shoe Size 



Dependent Variable (Y Axis) Height of the person 



Possible Research Question How does shoe size relate to a person’s height? 



Controlled Variables (ID two 
possible constants) 



Same techniques for measuring both shoe size and height 
such as shoes on or off, what is the top of the head. Same 
type of measuring tools 



What trends do you notice in the 
data? 



Linear, positive, slope 
Not a strong correlation (many dot are near but not on the 
best fit line) 
Larger shoe sizes tend to be taller. 



Write a claim based on this data People with larger shoes tend to be taller 



What evidence from the graph 
supports your claim? 



The shortest person on the graph with a shoe size of 6 had a 
height of 48 inches.  The person with a shoe size of 12, was 
also the tallest at 77 inches.  The graph also has a positive 
slope. 



Name:    Date:  Class: 



Check the Science and Interpreting Graphs 
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Independent Variable (X Axis) Mass of the object 



Dependent Variable (Y Axis) Force of the collision  



Possible Research Question How does mass affect the force of a collision? 



Controlled Variables (ID two 
possible constants) 



Same speed at collision, same ramp height, same target mass 
(background information from teacher notes) 



What trends do you notice in the 
data? 



Linear with a positive slope.  High correlation of data.    
Larger masses have a larger impact force. 
Objects were all small masses (0.01 to 0.07 kg) 



Write a claim based on this data Larger masses have larger impact forces 



What evidence from the graph 
supports your claim? 



When the mass was 0.02 kg, the force of the impact was 
about 0.2 N and when the mass of the object was 0.04kg the 
force of the impact was about 0.4N.  



Name:    Date:  Class: 



Check the Science and Interpreting Graphs 
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Independent Variable (X Axis) 
Time the water had to cool down in each cup wrapped with a 
different material 



Dependent Variable (Y Axis) Temperature of the water 



Possible Research Question How does wrapping a cup affect how long water will stay hot? 



Controlled Variables (ID two 
possible constants) 



Same amount of water, Same type of cup, all cups have lids 



What trends do you notice in the 
data? 



All the samples cooled down.   
Linear, negative trend 
Unwrapped has the biggest change in temperature, Faux Fur 
had the smallest change 
All the best fit lines have negative slopes 



Write a claim based on this data A cup wrapped in faux fur will stay warmest the longest 



What evidence from the graph 
supports your claim? 



All the samples cooled down over the ten minutes but the 
unwrapped cup had the biggest change in temperature.  It 
also had the biggest slope for the best fit line.  The faux fur 
had the smallest change in temperature and the smallest 
slope for the best fit line. 



Name:    Date:  Class: 



Check the Science and Interpreting Graphs 
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Manipulated Variable (X Axis) Time in the sun for each of the different samples 



Responding Variable (Y Axis) Temperature of the sample 



Possible Research Question 
How does the amount of time in the sun affect a sample’s 
temperature? 



Controlled Variables (ID two 
possible constants) 



Same mass of sample (given in background in teacher’s notes) 
Same amount of sunlight or same heat source (given in 
background in teacher’s notes) 



What trends do you notice in the 
data? 



All the samples have increases in temperatures. 
Metal had the largest increase, water the smallest increase 
All samples had linear and positive slopes. 



Write a claim based on this data Different materials will heat up at different rates. 



What evidence from the graph 
supports your claim? 



The samples were all the same mass but the water had about 
a 5 degree increase in temperature over the 60 minutes, while 
the metal had an increase of about 40 degrees.  The air and 
water sample also both increased by different amounts 



Name:    Date:  Class: 



Check the Science and Interpreting Graphs KEY 
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Independent Variable (X Axis) Number of coils wrapped around the electromagnet 



Dependent Variable (Y Axis) Number of paperclips picked up 



Possible Research Question 
Hoes does the number of coils of an electromagnet affect the 
magnetic strength? 



Controlled Variables (ID two 
possible constants) 



Same type of wire, same size of battery, same size paperclips 
to pick up, same size of nail 



What trends do you notice in the 
data? 



Non-linear, positive slope 
Strong correlation (points mostly follow the curve) 
More coils have a higher number of paperclips picked up. 
Zero coils had zero paperclips picked up 



Write a claim based on this data 
Increasing the number of coils of wire will make a stronger 
electromagnet 



What evidence from the graph 
supports your claim? 



When there were zero coils, there weren’t any paperclips 
picked up. When there were about 25 coils, 6 paperclips were 
picked up and when there were 75 coils, 10 paperclips were 
picked up 



Name:    Date:  Class: 



Check the Science and Interpreting Graphs 











Blank 
Templates 
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Name:    Date:  Class: 



Check the Science and Interpreting Graphs 
. 



Manipulated Variable 



Responding Variable 



Possible Research Question 



What trends do you notice in the 
data? 



Write a claim based on this data 



What evidence from the chart or 
graph supports your claim? 
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Name:    Date:  Class: 



Check the Science and Interpreting Graphs 
. 



Independent Variable 



Dependent Variable 



Possible Research Question 



What trends do you notice in the 
data? 



Write a claim based on this data 



What evidence from the chart or 
graph supports your claim? 
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Manipulated Variable (X Axis) 



Responding Variable (Y Axis) 



Possible Research Question 



Controlled Variables (ID two 
possible constants) 



What trends do you notice in the 
data? 



Write a claim based on this data 



What evidence from the graph 
supports your claim? 



Name:    Date:  Class: 



Check the Science and Interpreting Graphs 
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Independent Variable (X Axis) 



Dependent Variable (Y Axis) 



Possible Research Question 



Controlled Variables (ID two 
possible constants) 



What trends do you notice in the 
data? 



Write a claim based on this data 



What evidence from the graph 
supports your claim? 



Name:    Date:  Class: 



Check the Science and Interpreting Graphs 











Thank you for your support and interest in my product from Ratelis Science 
https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Store/Ratelis-Science 



Creating practical and engaging activities that are designed for and aligned with the 
NGSS is my goal. I hope you find this resource useful.. I look forward to positive 



feedback. 



I really value your feedback and you can earn TPT credits for giving it! 
 



Please email me with questions, concerns, or comments about this product at 
science@ratelis.com  



Please be sure to follow me on TpT to receive updates on new product by 
clicking on the button at the top of my TpT page 
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